Reactivity of commercial aluminium alloys activated by the liquid eutectic alloy (76 wt.% of Ga, 24 wt.% of In, t m = 15.9°C) in the breakdown of water to form hydrogen was studied. It was shown that the efficiency of hydrogen isolation is determined by the grain-boundary structure of the initial aluminium alloys. The final activated product is an efficient reagent for obtaining hydrogen when interacting with water and can be used as a material for compact hydrogen cartridges.
The last decade has seen a development of research related to the increase of the reactivity of metal aluminium toward water by doping it with various additives [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As opposed to reaction (1) the activated aluminium interacts with water under normal conditions and at neutral pH:
Al + 2H 2 O → Al(OOH) + 1.5H 2 (2)
A number of works have been dedicated to the use of aluminium eutectic alloys with gallium (gallamas) as an activator. The process of activation involves the mechanochemical processing of aluminium granules along with liquid eutectics based on gallium [8] [9] . The research is characterized by the activation of the bulk commercial aluminium alloys with gallamas. The purpose of the present study is to determine the optimal characteristics of the initial commercial aluminium alloy in order to obtain the activated product with required parameters, such as the availability of the material, its cost, parameters of activation, and efficiency of the reaction of interaction. In our opinion, the production of the activated product is related to the creation of a nanostructured material in which the components of Ga-In alloy are concentrated evenly in all parts of the material [10] . The physicochemical basis of the process of activation is the well-known Rehbinder effect [11] . Such an approach means that the activated product is not a dispersed powder, but pieces of the bulk material weighing several grams or more. Its reaction with water is accompanied by significant heat generation, the first stage of the process being the destruction of the material along with a sharp growth of the reactive surface. In this case, unlike with the reaction of powdered aluminium with water, it does not make sense to determine the kinetic parameters of the reaction, as the rate is related to temperature and pressure. It is impossible to measure pressure, nor temperature in the reaction with the use of bulk activated product, since the interaction of aluminium and water occurs locally, in narrow pores, with
Introduction
One important study in the field of hydrogen energy is the creation of hydrogen sources for compact fuel cells. A convenient way to produce hydrogen in a required amount in situ is by manufacture through chemical reactions, for instance, in the reaction of water with metallic aluminium or the alloys based on it. A well-known and longstudied method of hydrogen production is the reaction of aluminium powder with water in a strongly alkaline medium [1] :
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as will be shown below, the rate of hydrogen production was more than 300 ml/(g·min). Earlier the authors showed that a fundamental difference of the highly active material obtained with this method is that it is a nanostructured system in which the components of gallama are distributed over the boundaries of the grains of the whole mass of the material. Considering this, the selected samples of the initial commercial alloys differed greatly in the morphology of the grain-boundary area. The cast aluminium A0 is a material with a wide distribution of grain size, the D1T alloy features a finegrained structure. The D16T alloy has a markedly fibrillar structure along the direction of rolling, which is clearly seen in the SEM image of the fracture of the activated material (Fig. 2) . Figure 3 (left) shows a photograph of a piece of activated product based on A1 after prolonged storage in the atmosphere. It can be seen that with time, upon contact with water vapor, the sample disintegrated into relatively large particles. Figure 3 (right) shows the SEM image of one of these particles. Comparison of the images in Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 shows a significant difference in the shape and size of the grains of activated materials. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the amount of produced hydrogen with time at constant pressure for the given activated products. As was noted above, the highest efficiency in the reaction with water is demonstrated by the activated products where the components of gallama are most uniformly concentrated in all parts of the material [7] . Indeed, as seen in Fig. 3 , the highest efficiency of hydrogen production was shown by the activated products based on alloys with a well-ordered grain-boundary structure (D1T, D16T). A curious peculiarity is manifested in the diagram showing the interaction of water with the material based on cast aluminium A0. We can observe there a prolonged initial phase of the reaction accompanied by a quick stage of hydrogen production, close in rate to the materials with a regular grain-boundary structure. Such curve can be explained by the morphology of the cast sample. In the case of the D1T and D16T samples the grain-boundary structure of the samples is homogeneous, with fine grains, whereas in the case of the cast material A0 the distribution of the grain size is wide, and the grain-boundary areas are not regular (Fig. 4) . The first stage of interaction with water is the decomposition of the sample into relatively large particles. Then the reaction medium obtains a typical dark color showing the presence of fine metal particles with a size smaller than the wavelength of visible light. Such particles react strongly with water. The final stage of the interaction of the activated product with water, as seen in the presented diagrams, is the even waning, the reaction medium changing color to a lighter shade. It high gradients of pressure, temperature, and medium pH. It seems more feasible to discuss the efficiency of the interaction of the activated material with water, that is, the completeness of its reaction with water and the amount of obtained hydrogen determined in integral units, for instance, in cm 3 /min.
Experimental
In this work, for activation of the aluminium alloys, the sample surface was treated by the eutectic Ga-In alloy (75 wt.% of Ga, 25 wt.% of In) with T m = 15.9°C. The D1T (GOST 21488-97) and D16T (GOST 4784-97) commercial alloys, as well as a cast A0 (GOST 11069-64) were used as the samples. The samples from D1T and D16T alloys were mechanically cut out of bars perpendicular to the rolling direction. The processing with gallama was performed over the cut surface. An obvious drawback of this method is that a commercial alloy also contains such elements as Cu, Fe, Mg, Si, etc., which do not interact with water and which increase the weight of the activated product. However, it should be noted that in the case of the aluminium powder or granules with a high fraction of oxidized surface, it is the surface, not the whole bulk of the material, that reacts with water.
The study of the temporary character of hydrogen isolation from the interaction of water with activated aluminium was carried out in a specially built plant shown schematically in Fig. 1 . During the experiment the mass of water forced out of a special container by the produced hydrogen was measured every two seconds with a VIBRA CJ-8200 ER digital weight scale. The reactor volume was ~ 100 cm 3 , its outer surface was covered with a heat-insulating material. When testing the samples, the amount of distilled water was taken as a fivefold excess with regards to stoichiometry of the reaction. The reaction started with a turnover of the reactor for 180° around its horizontal axis, the starting temperature was 25°C.
Results and discussion
There is an opinion that a high rate of hydrogen production is only possible in the reaction of powdered aluminium with water [12] . In this work we obtained data showing that it is possible to reach quite a high rate of hydrogen production in the case of interaction of the bulk activated material with water in a neutral medium. The work presents diagrams confirming that the efficiency of hydrogen production can be much higher than with the use of activated powdered samples [13] . For some samples, 
